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At the heart of South America, Paraguay is a bewildering blend of contrasts. The colonial capital,

AsunciÃ³n, now has a burgeoning bar and cafÃ© scene, while its eastern counterpart, Ciudad del

Este, is a neon-swathed boomtown. Yet dig a little deeper and a different picture emerges: Jesuit

ruins echo with centuries of history, rural families keep craft traditions alive and everything stops as

people share a leisurely drink of tererÃ©. And beyond lies the country's inimitable natural beauty,

from butterfly-thronged tropical forests to the rolling fields of the campo and the wild wetlands of the

Chaco.With background sections covering the rich history and culture of this hospitable country as

well as all the practical information you will need, Margaret Hebblethwaite's Paraguay remains the

essential choice for the curious visitor.
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This is an ESSENTIAL guide for anyone travelling in Paraguay who needs a guide in English. I

combined it with using Google maps, which was a great combination because Google covers wider

areas and shows where you are, and the many maps in this guide are accurate and have all the

interesting information. I travelled to places and visited sites that I would never have gone to without



the advice in this guide, and they were amazing finds! The descriptions were accurate. The only

inevitable inaccuracy is the appearance of new restaurants and hotels since it was written - but that

is something that Google maps does well, so it's not a significant set back. Loved this guide, one the

best of the many that I'ved used around the world

I just returned from two weeks exploring Paraguay with some friends. Having both a local friend as a

guide and this book were a great combo. The book covers nearly everything you need to know to

have a great time visiting some amazing places. It even covered some topics, like appropriate

disposal of toilet paper(!), that my local friend forgot to mention. I highly recommend this guide as a

safe, quality resource for traveling and learning about the culture in Paraguay.

I just purchased this book, and it is wonderful. The book is most informative on all areas of

Paraguay. I have always wanted to visit Paraguay, and now after reading the guide, it is on the top

of my list. Very informative regarding hotels, and restaurants, along with historic sights.

Excellent Travel Guide, detailed and very informative, a great source for getting to know a country

that is situated in the center of the South American Continent among more known countries, which

makes it all the more interesting.

Factual, extensive, well written, excellent.

Excellent travel guide to Paraguay.Paraguay is a country with a fascinating history and interesting

areas.Hopefully, this book will increase tourism in Paraguay.

The guide helped me decide when and where to go in Paraguay. The history presented was helpful,

as well.

I hate carrying around a hard copy travel book, but I really liked this one.
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